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• Drastic improvement of reliability and efficiency of rail freight is critical to
achieve greater modal shift from road to rail transport.
• A uniform punctuality KPIs should be put in place, including clear identification
delay causes, improving the effectiveness of performance management.
• If freight trains are delayed, it is crucial for shippers to receive proactive
information with a reliable revised estimated time of arrival (ETA).
• Improvement of cross-border interoperability is crucial: “No national barriers:
one [common operating] language, less [leaner] regulation, one highway!”.
• Cefic values the 2016 Rotterdam Ministerial Declaration and corresponding
2016 Rotterdam Sector Statement ”Boosting International Rail Freight” and
welcomes a systematic follow-up, in an open dialogue with all stakeholders.
• In order to grant more power to the RFCs to steer and direct changes, a
revision of Regulation 913/2010 should be pursued.

• Sufficient funding should be provided to close missing links and put in place
sufficient diversionary routes, with appropriate TEN-T infrastructure parameters.
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Rail freight is a vital enabler of further improving
sustainability in chemical logistics
The European Commission’s Transport Whitepaper “Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area –
Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system”
already highlighted the importance of:

•
•
•

developing a ‘core network’ of strategic corridors
which is capable of carrying large and consolidated volumes of freight
with high efficiency and low emissions

Source: European Commission, DG-MOVE

The chemical industry has always been supportive of rail freight, regarding it as the potentially most efficient mode of
transport.
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Political and commercial targets are ambitious

Source: European Commission, DG-MOVE, White Paper on Transport, March 2011

The chemical industry has always been supportive of rail freight, regarding it as the potentially most efficient mode of
transport.
Source: www.raifreightforward.eu, 30 BY 2030: TOWARDS A BETTER TRANSPORT MIX FOR EUROPE’S FUTURE, December 2018
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What shippers expect and require from rail freight
Become easier to use, more reliable and efficient

Good access

• A comprehensive network of intermodal terminals for combined
transport and marshalling yards for wagon load transport

Responsive

• Sufficient frequency of train departures with a good reach to all
hubs and nodes throughout the Rail Freight Corridor Network

Flexible

• Sufficiently flexible capacity: a comprehensive network of
international freight trains, capable of absorbing demand peaks

Reliable

• A drastic improvement of reliability is needed. If trains are delayed,
immediate electronic notification of revised ETA is essential

Resilient

• An rail network resilient to disruptions, offering sufficient capacity
on divisionary routes, with appropriate TEN-T infrastructure
parameters

Efficient

• Door-to-door services at sustainably lowest total costs.

Availability and reliability of rail freight services translates into security of supply for the chemical industry and
its customers – further shift from road to rail requires a drastic improvement of reliability and efficiency!
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How to improve reliability and efficiency of European rail freight
What is required from all sector stakeholders, incl. representatives of national ministries

Work together

• We need more Europe in Europe! It is crucial for all sector
stakeholders to work together systematically on improving
reliability and efficiency and enhance their corridor thinking.

Be transparent

• Provide more transparency of performance, based on agreed
KPIs, in particular the end-to-end measurement of reliability,
based on a uniform punctuality KPI.

Speed up

• Speed up implementation of European action plans, i.e.
̶
̶

Be prepared
Harmonize

Rotterdam Sector Statement Priorities and
Rastatt Learnings

• Resulting in better
̶ international risk management and contingency plans
̶ international coordination of construction work
̶ harmonized operational procedures and systems
̶ one common operating language (operational phrases)

“No national barriers: one [common operating] language, less [leaner] regulation, one highway!” The rail freight
sector should look at the global airline industry as a best practice example and role model!
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Good performance management starts with transparency
Proposal for implementation of a uniform punctuality KPI
Punctuality KPI Best Practice Example

• In order to improve the effectiveness of rail freight quality
management, a uniform punctuality KPI should be put in
place, measuring punctuality end-to-end along the entire
rail transport chain.
• Such measurement must include a clear identification of
delay causes, showing not only what kind of event but also
which party has caused certain delays and to what extent.
• Ideally, such KPIs are available on a rolling basis via an online dashboard, allowing shippers to select relevant routes.
• Availability of such KPIs will help to reinstall shippers’
confidence lost in rail and trigger further modal shift

Source: Hupac Bilanz-Medienkonferenz, May 2018

• It is proposed to make such KPI information available in a
uniform harmonized manner for all TEN-T RFCs

Note: This proposal was shared and discussed at the High Level Freight Meeting of RU CEOs in Vienna on 18.05.2018; this meeting was also attended by Elisabeth Werner, DG MOVE,
who explicitly also welcomed punctuality KPIs to be made available
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Proposal how to structure and categorize causes of train delays
What type of event or which party has caused train delays to what extent?

Structural example – for discussion:

• Identification of what or who caused a delay is the basis for
effective performance management
• Data shown is historic (2015) and only serves as a
structural example
• Both - structure of punctuality KPI(s) and categorization of
delay causes - to be discussed and agreed upon between
all stakeholders*
* Representatives from infrastructure managers (IMs), RFC management, railway
undertakings, terminals, intermodal operators, logistics service providers and shippers,
being the end-users of rail freight.
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Target for improving punctuality of international freight trains

Freight trains are required to come much closer to the punctuality of passenger trains
Passenger Train Punctuality SBB - ÖBB - DB

SBB (Punctuality < 5’00”)
ÖBB (Punctuality < 5’30”)
DB (Punctuality < 5’59”)

Source: http://wikireal.info/wiki/Deutsche_Bahn/Strategie // www.sbb.ch
Note: The need for establishment of a punctuality target was not been expressed in the position paper. Having reflected also on the recent “Railfreight Forward” initiative,
establishment of a sector target, such as “to achieve x% punctuality by 2025 and y% punctuality by 2030”, is viewed to be an important - currently missing - declaration.

To achieve this target, there is a need to create more capacity for freight trains,
avoiding conflicts with passenger trains!
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What do we mean by digitalisation of logistics?
Technologies that connect logistics chain participants and resources for a better
logistics performance and experience
 Equipment data
 Carrier data

 Material safety
data

 Driver ID and
qualifications

 ER instructions
(e.g. ERI-cards)

Operational
Data





IoT
Platforms
Open data
Secure and
trusted data





Master
Data


 Where is my
shipment?
 Has it left on time? 
 Is it going to arrive
on time?

 Consignment ID  Proactive
 Electronic waybill
exception alerts
 Order status
 Real time based
(track & trace)
reliable ETA

Linking shipments to
loading units and trains
End-to-end process
integration

New ways of
working and
expectations


Connectivity



Improved safety 
and compliancy
Less waste / zero
paper / lower

emission

Creating trust and
peace of mind
Basis for
optimisation

 Speed
 Simplicity
 Sharing
economy

Transparency

 Going beyond
contracts
 Collaborative
planning

End-to-end
process
optimisation
Better customer
service

Enables step changes in logistics intelligence, supply chain agility, automation and collaboration
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Benefits

How to digitalise rail freight
A shipper’s perspective and recommendations (overriding strategic topics)
• Think and act European!
• Share data (master and operational data)
• Integrate time tabling and train path management systems
• Establish common European process and platform for
operational steering of international freight trains:

• Increase effectiveness and efficiency of operational
exception management
• Maximise efficiency of international train operation for
seamless border crossing and network integration

• Harmonize ETCS (currently a digital patchwork …)
• Engage in autonomous driving pilot projects
• Develop a tablet device to support introduction out a common European train driver operating language
or digital communication interface with local route information at train drivers’ fingertips
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How to digitalise rail freight
A shipper’s perspective and recommendations (punctuality measurement and management)
• Fast roll out of ELETA
• Shippers customers want proactive exception alerts
• Logistics service providers need to translate revised ETA
at terminal into revised ETA at consignee’s door
• RUs and IMs to use ELETA to optimise alternative
operational plans (do not generate additional delays)
• Use ELETA as basis for developing further single use
case (end-to-end punctuality management)
• Establish a Q-ELETA project building on ELETA learnings:
• ELETA = “when does my train arrive?”
• Q-ELETA = “when has my train arrived?”
• Establish harmonised delay causes = why and
because of whom or what was my train late?
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Thank you for your attention!
This presentation has been prepared, mirroring the content of Cefic’s
Position on Rail Freight and Rail Freight Corridors, January 2019*. It is
intended to trigger and support dialogue between shippers, as the endusers of rail freight with all stakeholders of the rail freight sector, incl.
representatives from national transport ministries and DG MOVE,
collectively aiming to establish the Single European Railway Area.
This essence of this position is supported by UIRR, International Union for
Road-Rail Combined Transport and ESC, the European Shippers Council.
* Note: With the exception of page 10.
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How to digitalise rail freight
A shipper’s perspective and recommendations (single wagon transport)
• Digitise and automate to boost efficiency of
Single Wagon Transport (SWT) operations
• Implement automated middle coupling for SWT
• Establish European project to steer and support implementation
• Support wagon owners with appropriate funding
• Use digitalisation to increase visibility
• Bundle demand for higher productivity:
• on first- and last mile operations
• of block train operations between marshalling yards
• Digitalise and automate European SWT end-to-end to make a quantum leam in process efficiency and
integration for better operational steering and optimisation of operational plans
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Digitalisation in logistics

From fragmented data to smart supply chain
Single Use Case
Example:

Road
Transport
Operators
Infrastructure
Managers Railway
Undertakings

…
Shippers
Combined
Transport
Operators

Fragmented Data
- Product
- Equipment
- Supply chain partners
- Order status
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Freight
Forwarders

Electronic EFTCO
Cleaning Document

Harmonized Digital Process

Smart Supply Chain

- eECD (electr. Europ. Cleaning Doc)
Electronic freight documents (eFTI)
- ELETA (electr. Estimated Time of Arrival)
- Track & trace
- Check-in process

Automatic site logistics
Real time expected time of arrival
Smart traffic management
Emission management
Smart inspection & control
« zero paper logistics flows »

Barriers to logistics collaboration …
Data sharing…
Visibility?
Transparency?
Traceability?

Unlock your
data

Linear Supply Chains

Me, my supply
chain, my
data…

Current
logistics
collaboration
barriers

Process
standards-ERP
legacy integration?
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Paper based
Supply Chains Zero Paper
Logistics?

